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Abstract 

           The effects of downstream plasma exposure with O2, N2 or CF4 discharges on Si-doped 

Ga2O3 Schottky diode forward and reverse current-voltage characteristics were investigated.  The 

samples were exposed to discharges with rf power of 50 W plasma at a pressure of 400 mTorr 

and a fixed treatment time of 1 min to simulate dielectric layer removal, photoresist ashing or 

surface cleaning steps.  Schottky contacts were deposited through a shadow mask after exposure 

to avoid any changes to the surface. A Schottky barrier height of 1.1 eV was obtained for the 

reference sample without plasma treatment, with an ideality factor of 1.0. The diodes exposed to 

CF4 showed a 0.25V shift from the I-V of the reference sample due to a Schottky barrier height 

lowering around 14 %. The diodes showed a decrease of Schottky barrier height of 2.5 and 6.5 % 

with O2 or N2 treatments, respectively. The effect of plasma exposure on the ideality factor of 

diodes treated with these plasmas was minimal; 0.2% for O2 and N2, 0.3% for CF4, respectively.  

The reverse leakage currents were 1.2, 2.2 and 4.8 µA/cm2 for the diodes treated with O2, and 

CF4, and N2 respectively. The effect of downstream plasma treatment on diode on-resistance and 
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on-off ratio were also minimal. The changes observed are much less than caused by exposure to 

hydrogen-containing plasmas and indicate that downstream plasma stripping of films from 

Ga2O3 during device processing is a relatively benign approach. 
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Introduction 

         The ultra-wide bandgap semiconductor β-Ga2O3 has attracted increasing attention because 

of the prospects for use in next generation high-power electronics [1-4]. The high breakdown 

field of this material has enabled numerous demonstrations of vertical rectifiers with breakdown 

voltages in the kV range [5-22]. This is of interest for electric vehicle (EV) charging stations, 

power management in residential solar systems and battery energy storage systems.  This high 

breakdown field of Ga2O3 enables greater voltage blocking capability and lower conduction 

losses due to a lower on-resistance reduction in comparison with Si-based devices [1-4]. 

        One important factor that needs to be considered when forming devices using β- Ga2O3 is 

the electronic behavior at the surface or interfaces. The surface termination, relaxation and 

surface energies for different faces of β-Ga2O3 have been reported by Bermudez [23].  However, 

it is not widely appreciated that the surface of β-Ga2O3 can be strongly affected by exposure to 

gaseous or plasma environments and the influence of changing conductivity and roles of surface 

states in oxidizing or reducing environments are not well-established [24-37]. This is despite the 

fact that Ga2O3 rectifiers are known to be sensitive detectors of hydrogen [25,26]. The (-201) 

Ga2O3 surface has been reported to be particularly sensitive to plasma-induced damage, leading 

to device performance degradation [33]. 

       In our study, we have employed truly downstream plasma exposures of Ga2O3 to CF4, N2 and 

O2 to separate out chemical effects from physical damage due to ion bombardment and also to 

simulate processes like photoresist ashing, dielectric removal and surface cleaning that occur 

during device fabrication [29,34]. We find that only CF4 exposure leads to significant changes 

under these conditions. This work complements previous studies where the Ga2O3 was exposed 
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to these plasmas in immersive mode, where combined chemical and physical bombardment 

effects are present [24,28,29]. 

Experimental 

          The starting samples consisted of vertical rectifier structures. The drift region of the 

material consisted of a 10 µm thick, lightly Si doped epitaxial layer grown by halide vapor phase 

epitaxy (HVPE) with carrier concentration of  3x1016 cm-3, and this epitaxial layer was grown on 

a (001) surface orientation Sn-doped (n=1019 cm-3)  β-Ga2O3 single crystal (Novel Crystal 

Technology, Japan). The wafer surfaces were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, methanol, and 

isopropyl alcohol prior to all experiments. The Fermi level is found to be relatively unpinned on 

the bulk β-Ga2O3 (001) substrate, suggesting the presence of lower density of oxygen vacancy 

states on its surface [37]. 

                 A full area Ti/Au backside Ohmic contact was formed by e-beam evaporation and was 

annealed at 550 ֯C for 30s under N2 ambient. After backside Ohmic formation, the front of the 

sample was cleaned using HCl and then treated with ozone for 20 minutes to remove residual 

hydrocarbons. Previous reports have indicated that untreated substrates contain a significant 

amount of adsorbed carbon contaminations at the surface, which can be partly removed by 

annealing at 800◦C in UHV. In that uncleaned state, upward band bending of about 0.5 eV that 

increases with annealing is present, leading to an electron depletion layer at the near-surface 

region [27]. This effect could be removed either by annealing in oxygen at high temperatures or 

by chemical cleaning /etching of the surface prior to deposition of metal contacts [27]. 

             The plasma treatments were performed using a downstream PIE Scientific Tergeo 

Plasma Cleaner with O2, N2 or CF4 discharges. The plasma was generated with a 13.56MHz high 

frequency rf power supply with automatic impedance matching for the in-situ plasma source. 
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The RF power source could operate over the range 0-150 watt, and in our case we used 50W to 

generate the plasma at a pressure of 400 mTorr, with a fixed treatment time of 1 min. The system 

can be operated either in immersion mode (samples are immersed in plasma) or downstream 

mode  (samples are placed outside the plasma) and we used the latter in all cases. In the 

downstream mode, there is no physical bombardment of the sample surface by energetic ions 

that would occur in the immersion mode. However, there can still be chemically-induced 

changes to the near-surface in the downstream mode that affect properties such as Schottky 

barrier height. In addition to the ion bombardment effects in the immersion mode, there can be 

synergistic effects due to the combined ion and reactive neutral components. This is absent in the 

downstream mode. 

         Next, the front of the samples was treated with ozone for 15 min, followed by cleaning 

with 1:10 diluted HCl, then was treated with ozone for another 15 minutes to remove surface 

contamination.  the Schottky contacts were formed by e-beam evaporation. Ni/Au Schottky 

metallization was deposited through a shadow metal rather than photoresist patterning to avoid 

changing the chemistry of the Ga2O3 surface. Edge termination was not used, also in order to 

focus on the surface characteristics free of any edge effects [9]. The completed devices had 

circular contact diameters of 800 µm. 

         The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics were recorded at room temperature. Forward and 

reverse current measurements were recorded with a HP 4156 parameter analyzer. The forward 

direction was dominated by the thermionic emission (TE) current over most of the temperature 

range, while in the reverse direction, the thermionic field emission (TFE) and tunneling currents 

played an important role at high reverse bias. To extract the zero-bias equivalent barrier height 

(Φb) and ideality factor (n), we used the relationship for current density in TE theory and the 
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linear portion of the forward bias characteristics through the correction factor [𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒/4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋]0.5, 

where E is the electric field at the Ni/Au/Ga2O3 interface and ε is the dielectric constant of the 

semiconductor [37], ie.   J = J0 exp (eVA/nkT) [1-exp (-eVA/ kT) where J0 =A* meff/m0T2 exp(ΦB 

/kT), e is electronic charge and A* is the Richardson constant (33.7 A.cm-2K-2) and VA is the bias 

voltage applied. The values of barrier height were corrected for the image force (IF) lowering, as 

described elsewhere [38]. Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) characteristics were recorded with an 

Agilent 4284A Precision LCR Meter to conform the carrier concentration in the epi layer. 

        The forward turn-on voltage, VF, for a Schottky rectifier is given by  

                                              𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹 = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑒𝑒
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙( 𝐽𝐽𝐹𝐹

𝐴𝐴∗∗𝑛𝑛2
) + 𝑙𝑙𝛷𝛷𝐵𝐵 + 𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 ⋅ 𝐽𝐽𝐹𝐹  

where RON is the on-state resistance. We defined VF as the bias at which the forward current 

density is 100 A·cm-2.The diode on/off ratio is another figure-of-merit and was measured when 

switching from 1V forward to reverse biases up to 100V. 

Results and Discussion 

       The I-V results before and after downstream plasma exposure are shown in Figure 1 on both 

log (a) and linear (b) scales.  Near-ideal Schottky characteristics with n values of 1.0 were 

obtained for the reference diodes, with a barrier height of 1.1 eV. We used I-V data rather than 

capacitance -voltage data because nonlinear doping profiles can affect the latter. From the 

forward I-V characteristic, as illustrated in Figure 1, the diodes exposed to CF4 showed a 0.25V 

shift from the I-V of the reference sample due to a Schottky barrier height lowering around 14 %, 

as shown in Table 1. This can result from the change in barrier height from the relation above for 

VF. Previous work has shown that under partially immersive CF4  plasma exposure conditions, 

high concentrations of fluorine are incorporated into the near-surface region of Ga2O3 and that it 
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remains in the material to temperatures beyond 400 ℃ [24]. It is clear that compensation of Si 

donors by F- ions occurs in Ga2O3, leading to changes in effective barrier height [24]. 

  The diodes exposed to downstream N2 and O2 plasmas showed small decreases of Schottky 

barrier height of 2.5 and 6.5 % with O2 or N2 treatments, respectively, as shown in Figure 2. It 

has been previously reported that Ga2O3 displays electron accumulation when the surface is 

terminated by O -H groups [27], resulting in downward band bending. After removal of the 

hydrogen by surface cleaning, the direction of this band bending is reversed and the surface 

displays electron depletion. This has been explained by the charge neutrality level, which is 

found to be 0.6 eV below the conduction band minimum [27]. This is supported by the 

determination of the charge state transition level for H interstitials, which do not disrupt the 

bonding on the Ga2O3 surface, but are captured by O lone-pairs on the surface, forming shallow 

donors [27,36,39,40]. However, in our case, it is clear that the surface is sufficiently stable after 

downstream plasma exposures to O2 that subsequent exposure to air does not change the barrier 

height to the level exhibited by O-H bonding. The effect of plasma exposure on the ideality 

factor of diodes treated with these plasmas was minimal; 0.2% for O2 and N2, 0.3% for CF4, 

respectively, as also shown in Figure 2.  

        The incorporation of F- in Ga2O3 under immersive plasma conditions was previously found 

to lead to an increase of the barrier height [28]. However, in this current work with remote 

plasmas, the data shows a small decrease of the barrier height. Thus it is clear that the 

incorporation of F is assisted by the ion bombardment present in immersive plasmas. This is 

plausible given the need for the F to diffuse enough to produce the compensation effect of Si 

donors by F- ions. The ion bombardment can produce enough near-surface point defects to assist 
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this diffusion .In the case of downstream plasma, the F compensation effect is absent and the 

changes are due to subtle near-surface changes in the chemistry of the upper layers 

         The reverse leakage currents were 1.2, 2.2 and 4.8 µA/cm2 for the diodes treated with O2, 

and CF4, and N2 respectively, as shown in Figure 3.  The respective reverse breakdown voltages 

(VB) are shown in Table 1, with only minor changes as a result of the downstream plasma 

exposure. As expected, this indicates that the number of midgap states leading to recombination 

or tunneling currents is not significantly changed as a result of the downstream plasma exposure 

or else we would observe increases in the reverse current density. The absence of ion 

bombardment is clearly the main factor. Notice also in Table 1 that the surface roughness as 

measured by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) over an area of 5 x 5 µm2, did not show any 

significant change. The near-surface Ga/O ratio averaged over a depth of ~100Å by X-Ray 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy did not change, as expected. It would be difficult to correlate these 

measurements to the change in electrical properties, since the latter are dominated by the first 

few layers of the surface. 

          The effects of downstream plasma treatment on diode on-resistance were also minimal as 

shown in Figure 4, where the increases are <10% for all the different plasma chemistries. Since  

                                                           contactsubdriftdiode RRRR ++=  

where specific on-state resistance of a unipolar diode is a sum of the drift region resistance Rdrfit, 

the contact resistance Rcontact and the substrate resistance. Rsub [1], this means that the latter 

hasn’t changed much during exposure to the fluorine, oxygen or nitrogen- based discharges. A 

similar conclusion can be drawn from the diode on/off ratio data in Figure 5, where the changes 

are small (<10 %). The on-off ratio is another figure of merit in that having high on-current and 
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low leakage current in reverse bias is desirable. This was >105 for all devices measure, 

independent of plasma exposure. 

        Finally, to give some idea of variability across samples, the range of barrier heights and 

ideality factors measured from 6 different devices on each chip are shown in Figure 6. Within the 

experimental error, only samples exposed to CF4 show significant changes in these two 

parameters. 

      The crystal structure of β Ga2O3 consists of double octahedral chains, running parallel to the 

crystallographic y-axis [41]. The chains are cross-linked by tetrahedral GaO4 groups. Figure 7 

shows the crystal structure for the (001) orientation used here [37], where the surface consists 

mostly of oxygen termination. In terms of intrinsic defects in n-type Ga2O3, the reported high 

formation energy of oxygen vacancies (VO) suggests they are deep donors that are not ionized in 

n-type material and this will not contribute to the conductivity [28,36].  The Ga vacancy (VGa) is 

expected to be a triple acceptor, while the oxygen interstitial (Oi) is neutral, and the gallium 

interstitial (Gai) are in the 3+ charge state. [28,36] The VGa concentration increases with oxygen 

partial pressure, leading to a conductivity compensation. What is clear from our data is that this 

O-terminated surface is stable against air and O2 exposure, but there are small changes with 

fluorine exposure that are smaller than in the case of performing the CF4 exposure in an 

immersive plasma environment. The ion bombardment in that case enhance the chemical effects 

of the fluorine. 

Summary and Conclusions 

         There are numerous cases during Ga2O3 device fabrication where plasmas are used in resist 

stripping, surface cleaning or dielectric layer removal. Our results show that purely downstream 

plasmas produce only small changes in surface properties. There are still some unanswered 
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questions as to what effect the crystal orientation has, since the surface termination is different in 

different crystal directions and it is known that the bulk properties of Ga2O3 are highly 

anisotropic. Similarly, what is the effect of polytype, since the α polytype is promising due to its 

even larger bandgap than for β Ga2O3. Lastly, what effect will alloying with Al and In have when 

those (AlxGa1-x)2O3 and (InxGa1-x)2O3 alloys are used in device structures? It would be expected 

that the Al-based alloys will be more sensitive to both oxygen and fluorine adsorption effects. 
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Table 1. Summary of diode characteristics as a function of plasma treatments.  

 Schottky 

barrier height 

(eV) 

Ideality 

factor 

RON 

(mΩ.cm2) 

VB (V) AFM 

FWHM 

(nm) 

Ga/O 

ratio 

Reference 1.1 1.00 28.6 135 3.5 0.40 

N2 plasma 1.04 1.02 29.6 105 3.5 0.40 

O2 plasma 1.08 1.01 29.1 130 3.6 0.40 

CF4 plasma 0.96 1.04 30.5 105 3.5 0.42 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Forward I-V characteristic from -1 to 1V for samples exposed to different plasmas 

shown in (a) log or (b) linear scale. 

Figure 2. Percentage change of Schottky barrier height and ideality factor for the Ga2O3 diodes 

exposed to O2, N2 or CF4 plasma. 

Figure 3. Reverse I-V characteristic from 0 to -100V for samples exposed to different plasmas. 

Figure 4. On-resistance for samples exposed to different plasmas 

Figure 5. On/off ratio for samples exposed to different plasmas 

Figure 6. Schottky barrier height and ideality factor after different plasma treatments plotted as 

the mean of 6 different measurements (n=6). 

Figure 7. Schematic of β Ga2O3 crystal structure with the (001) direction being vertical to the top 

surface [37]. 
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